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In the available literature, there are many hardware and software implementations of CAVLC decoder presented.
In [10] authors proposed decoding acceleration with a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processing unit with new dedicated instructions. Presented hardware implementation in [4] introduced insertion of zeros, to reduce number of clock cycles used for processing single block, also described multi-symbol decoder. Similar approach of decoding two symbols concurrently was also presented in [11] . However such implementations are suitable only for RTL coding, as they generate long critical path, due to data dependency, which will be described in section 1.1. Paper [6] proposed very efficient CAVLC decoding method with limiting number of memory accesses, this way also minimizing power consumption. On the other hands there is very little publications on CAVLC hardware decoders implemented with high level languages.
The one worth mentioning is [1] , in which authors proposed mixed hardware/software architecture and Catapult C as HLS tool for implementing CAVLC decoder. Authors also described some language features applied, to increase implementation performance. [5] presented H. 264 decoder written in Vivado HLS, claimed that its performance reaches 480p@34fps. This paper presents first known to authors, hardware implementation of CAVLC decoder in Impulse C language [7] , and achieved results in terms of clock frequency, frame rate and resource usage. Solution has been verified on hardware platform PICO M503 [8] , equipped with Virtex-6 FPGA family, and can decode 720p@48fps. This paper consist of few sections. In the following subsection, Impulse C features have been very briefly described, and their influence on the resulting implementation performance have been discussed in later section.
Next section presents basic informations about Context
Adaptive Variable Length Coding, and its implications on hardware implementations. Later proposed architecture is depicted, then achieved results are commented. Conclusions are closing this paper.
CAVLC overview
The H.264/AVC standard defines hierarchical organization of the compressed bitstream. For different types of coded data specifies several entropy coding methods. Two most important from the perspective of this paper are:
• Exponential-Golomb: variable-length codewords (1)
coded_value to be encoded is mapped to code_num in few ways depending on the syntax element of the frame which is to be coded.
So the decoding can be done as follows:
• Read a series of consecutive zeros until 1 is detected.
Store number of zeros M.
• Read and ignore 1 bit (which should equals 1).
• Read M bits, and assign it to value.
• Calculate code_num based on eq. 2. 
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• Perform reverse mapping of the code_num based on syntax element to be decoded.
Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding is used, if
signaled in specific syntax element, to encode residual macroblock data, split into blocks 4x4 pixels each. Sixteen coefficients are put in a specific order, which has following properties:
• Concentrated sequences of +/-1 coefficients.
• The number of non-zero coefficients in neighbouring block is similar.
• The highest coefficient values are at the beginning, and getting smaller. • Encode the sign of each trailing one with single bit in the reverse order, starting with the highest frequency.
• Encode level values of the remaining non-zero coefficients, including sign in reverse order, starting also from the highest frequency towards mean value of the waveform, called DC coefficient. This part is also context adaptive, because depends on the previous level magnitude.
• Encode the total number of zeros (TotalZeros) before the last non-zero coefficient.
• Encode each run of zeros between non-zeroed coefficients (run_before).
More details of CAVLC encoding can be found in [12] .
In order to start decoding of the next codeword, the length of the current codeword needs to be known, but that is possible at the very end of decoding process. Because of this, it is very difficult to implement it in parallel manner.
Impulse C language
High level synthesis is a set of tools able to translate algo- 
Proposed architecture and implementation
In order to implement any algorithm using high-level lan- • TransferInputData, receives the data from the Producer, and store them in the dual-port BlockRAM (BRAM).
• CAVLCDecoder, performs CAVLC decoding for macroblock level transform coefficients on data read from the BRAM, and delegates Exp-Golomb codeword decoding to Exp-GolombDecoder for frame and slice level parameters decoding. Results are stored in another BRAM memory.
• RunLevelCombiner reads transform coefficients levels and zero runs between them from the local mem- Decoding two level values in parallel is possible, however due to data dependency not suitable for high-level implementation, but possible for HDL-based solutions, like [11] .
To reach demanding high resolution video demands different optimization techniques along with code refactoring and specific Impulse C pragmas have been used. For example, each function call to decode Exp-Golomb codeword, resulted in dedicated logic inferred. As there was more then ten of such, and most of them at the slice level, the implementation of Exp-Golomb decoder have been extracted as a separate hardware processing element.
Results
Achieved results are presented in tab. Also number of clock cycles used to decode macroblock in our solution is not greater then 1147 clock cycles, while [1] claims it is able to decode macroblock in 5004 clock cycles. Implementation presented in [5] is also worse in terms of the frame rate, however it is complete H.264 decoder, both inter and intra-frame.
Conclusions
In this paper, first known to authors, CAVLC hardware decoder implementation using Impulse C has been presented, with additional software processes for data transfer and profiling, suitable for decoding H.264 intra-frame coded bitstream. Achieved results are compared with Catapult C solution proposed in [1] , and are better in terms of LUT resources used. Also implementation using Vivado HLS presented in [5] performs worse than the current solution in terms of achieved frame rate. On the other hand, 
